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Abstract—Amplitude-to-amplitude interactions between neu-
ral oscillations are of a special interest as they show how
the strength of spatial synchronization in different neuronal
populations relates to each other during a given task. While,
previously, amplitude-to-amplitude correlations were studied pri-
marily on the sensor level, we present a source separation
approach using spatial filters which maximize the correlation
between the envelopes of brain oscillations recorded with electro-
/magnetencephalography (EEG/MEG) or intracranial multichan-
nel recordings. Our approach, which is called canonical source
power correlation analysis (cSPoC), is thereby capable of ex-
tracting genuine brain oscillations solely based on their assumed
coupling behavior even when the signal-to-noise ratio of the
signals is low.

I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of neural rhythms is a major aspect
of the ongoing endeavor to understand the principles of
brain functions [1]. In the past decades, research on brain
oscillations measured by electrophysiological (e. g., electro-
/magnetencephalography, EEG/MEG, and electrocorticogra-
phy, ECoG) recordings has provided a large body of evidence
suggesting a key role of neural rhythms in sensory processing
[2].

Interactions between oscillatory processes have been of
particular interest in the recent past [3]–[5]. Different types
of cross-frequency coupling between neural systems have been
identified and associated with specific brain functions. Here we
focus on power-to-power (or amplitude-to-amplitude) coupling
[6], which describes the interaction between the spectral power
(or the envelope/amplitude) of distinct oscillations at specific
frequencies or narrow frequency bands.

The problem of recovering the underlying neural signals
from multivariate sensor readings is called (blind) source
separation (BSS), and is inherently ill-posed, meaning that it
relies on the presence of prior knowledge about these signals.
The more precise the prior knowledge is, the better the true
underlying brain processes can be recovered. For example,
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [7] assumes mutual
statistical independence of the sources, and solves the BSS
problem optimally if this assumption is met. If one is, however,
interested in recovering sources exhibiting a specific type of

dependency (among each other, or to an external variable) –
such as power-to-power coupling of brain oscillations – it is
reasonable to base the reconstruction of the source activity
exactly on this assumed dependency rather than on mutual
independence.

Source separation with respect to the power dynamics of
the sources has been addressed before. Recent approaches
have focused on the extraction of neuronal oscillations with
band-power dynamics that are correlated with either univariate
target signals such as stimulus- or cognitive variables [8],
or with multivariate target signals such as signals from a
different measurement modality [9]. The main idea of the
mentioned approaches is to i) directly optimize the quantity
of interest, namely the correlation between the band-power
time course and the time course of a potentially related
signal, and ii) adhere to the linear generative model underlying
electrophysiological recordings. Thereby the mixing of local
brain activity that is due to volume conduction in the head can
be reversed and local brain oscillations can be recovered with
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

In this contribution we present a novel unsupervised analysis
method for the optimal extraction of pairs of neuronal sources
the band-power dynamics of which are correlated with each
other. We refer to this method as canonical Source Power
Correlation analysis (cSPoC) and we demonstrate its utility
by way of extensive and realistic simulation scenarios. We
evaluate the robustness of cSPoC with respect to signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) as well as to strength of true correlations
present in the simulated data and compare its performance to
alternative state-of-the-art methods.

II. METHODS

A. Forward Model

Let the measured data be represented by the multivariate
variable x(t) ∈ RN , where N denotes the number of sensors.
Moreover, let s(t) ∈ RK denote the time courses of the
electrical source activity of some underlying neural processes
of interest. In electrophysiological recordings, the physics of
volume conduction implies a linear mapping from these neural
sources to the measurement [10]–[12]. The generative (or978-1-4799-4149-0/14/$31.00 c©2014 IEEE



forward) model thus reads

x(t) = As(t) + ε(t) , (1)

where A ∈ RN×K contains mixing coefficients describing
the influence of the source activity on each sensor and
ε(t) ∈ RN models noise contributions from outside the brain.
The columns of A =

(
a1, . . . , aK

)
are referred to as spatial

activation patterns of the respective neural sources. Thus, ai,
i.e. the ith column of A, is the electrical potential or magnetic
field pattern of the ith neural source.

B. Backward Model

We are ultimately interested in the time-courses (rows
of s) and corresponding activation patterns (columns of A)
of power-coupled neural sources in the datasets. However,
estimating both the sources and their activation patterns jointly
leads to difficult optimization problems. We can reduce the
computational complexity by resorting to a so-called discrim-
inative (or backward) modeling approach. Here, the time-
courses of P neural sources are estimated by projecting the
data linearly onto a set of spatial extraction filters W ∈ RN×P :

ŝ = W>x(t) . (2)

It can be shown that for each backward model of the form
Eq. (2), a corresponding forward model of the form Eq. (1)
exists, for which the noise ε(t) is uncorrelated to the sources
ŝ(t) [12]. The activation patterns of this forward model can
be obtained from the spatial filters via the transformation

A = CxWC−1
ŝ , (3)

where Cx denotes the covariance matrix of the data x(t), and
Cŝ is the covariance matrix of the extracted sources ŝ(t) [12].

C. Canonical source power correlation analysis (cSPoC)

Here we want to find pairs of oscillatory neural sources from
electrophysiological measurements based on the assumption
that the envelope dynamics of these sources are correlated.
Thus, we require the presence of two sets of measured data
represented by the multivariate variables x and x′, which are
assumed to be generated according to Eq. (1). Furthermore, the
datasets x and x′ are assumed to be related by common source
processes among the rows of sx and sx́, whose envelopes are
linearly correlated.

Let wx ∈ RNx and wx′ ∈ RNx́ be extraction filters for a sin-
gle source pair sx = w>x x and sx′ = w>x′x′. The instantaneous
amplitudes (envelopes) of these sources are given by

Φ =
√

(w>x)2 + (w>H[x])2, (4)

where H[·] denotes the Hilbert transform. Accordingly for sx′ .
With these definitions, we can expresses the correlation

between the source envelopes as a function of the spatial filters
wx and wx′ . The cSPoC objective function thus reads

max
wx,wx′

Corr (Φx,Φx′) , (5)

where Φx and Φx′ are defined according to Eq. (4) for wx and
wx′ . respectively.

The objective stated in Eq. (5) is a non-convex higher-order
nonlinear function of the coefficients wx and wy. We propose
to optimize it by means of standard nonlinear optimization
techniques such as the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (l-BFGS) algorithm [13] implemented in
MATLAB’s (The Mathworks) fminunc routine.

D. Simulations

The following equations describe the generation of pseudo-
EEG measurements x(t) as the sum of contributions xs(t) due
a single target source, contributions xba(t) due to background
sources, and sensor noise xnoise(t). Pseudo-EEG measurements
x′ are generated in the same way.

xs(t) = a1
x (sx(t))1 (6)

xba(t) =

31∑
i=2

aix (sx(t))i (7)

xnoise(t) =
1

cba
xba(t) + γε εx(t) (8)

x(t) = γ
xs(t)

cs
+

xnoise(t)

cnoise
(9)

The constants cba, cs, and cnoise are the (Frobenius-) norm
constants of the corresponding data matrices xba, xs, and xnoise,
and serve to balance the data matrices prior to building the
weighted sums.

The scaling parameter γε determines the strength of
(Frobenius-) normalized Gaussian noise εx, and was set to 0.1
in all simulations. The scaling parameter γ > 0 determines the
ratio between the energy of the scalp-projected target source
time courses and the energy of all other (background and
sensor noise) contributions in the data. Thus the signal-to-
noise ratio in dB scale is given by SNR = 10 log10(γ).

The number of simulated EEG channels was Nx = Nx́ =
24 and a total of 31 sources were simulated for each data set.
The spatial patterns of the simulated sources were obtained
as the scalp potentials induced by placing electrical dipoles at
random locations and with random orientations in 3D voxel
space. These potentials were calculated within a realistic head
model.

The time-courses of the sources sx and sx́ were constructed
by specifying an amplitude spectrum, in which the frequency
bins of the alpha range (8 to 12 Hz) had non-zero values, while
all other frequency bins were set to zero. The corresponding
phase spectrum was drawn from a uniform distribution over
the interval 0 to 2π and the inverse Fourier transform was ap-
plied in order to obtain band-limited oscillations with random
envelope modulations.

In each simulation, a total of 10 minutes of data was
simulated. The first half of the data was used to train the
algorithms, i.e. to optimize a pair of spatial filters wx and wx′ .
The second half was then used for testing. As a performance
metric we report the correlations between the envelopes of the
extracted x and x′, computed on the test data.



We systematically varied the SNR between target and back-
ground sources, as well as the true correlation rtrue between
envelopes of the target sources in the two datasets x and x′.
The simulations were repeated 100 times for each parameter
setting of SNR and rtrue, with each time newly generated data.

We benchmarked cSPoC against two other unsupervised
methods, namely CCA and PowerCCA [14]. For CCA, en-
velopes were computed for each simulated channel and the
envelope time courses were used as input. cSPoC and Power-
CCA act on time-domain data and envelopes were computed
after performing the backward projection, i. e., on the extracted
sources. PowerCCA is a recent method that also optimizes
spatial filters for two data sets such that the envelopes of the
projected signals exhibit maximal correlation.

Since the “ground truth” (i. e., the time-courses and en-
velopes of the coupled sources) is known in this simulation set-
ting, it is possible to apply supervised methods for extracting
the sources-of-interest as baseline methods. Here, we applied
ordinary least squares regression (OLS) to datasets x and x′
separately, using the actual time-course of the target sources
as a training signal. Since the target source signals are not
available in practice, OLS mainly serves as an empirical upper
bound for the performance in the benchmarking.

III. RESULTS

The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 1. The
figure depicts the correlations (obtained on validation data)
between the envelopes of the extracted sources from simulated
datasets x and x′. In Figure 1 A and B, we show the recovered
correlations as a function of the SNR for two different values
(0.7 and 1) of the correlation between the envelopes of the
simulated target sources, i.e. the “true” correlation. In Figure
1 C and D we show the recovered correlations as a function
of the “true” correlation for two different SNRs (-5 dB and 0
dB).

All methods approach the true correlation between the target
sources as the SNR increases above 5 dB. cSPoC attains the
best performance among all unsupervised methods and is on
par with the supervised OLS over large SNR ranges. Note the
large gap in performance between CCA and its competitors.
CCA, by design, is able to invert linear mixtures of correlating
times series. However, if the linear model (Eq. (1)) holds for
the raw data (as it is the case for EEG data), this implies
that the envelopes of the sources are not linearly mixed in the
channel envelopes, making it difficult for CCA to extract the
target envelopes. CCA is able to perform well only in high
SNR regimes, when the target sources dominate the simulated
EEG signal.

All methods eventually fail as the SNR becomes very low
(i. e., below -5 dB) and/or the true correlation approaches zero.
However, we observe that cSPoC outperforms its unsupervised
peers across wide parameter regimes. cSPoC outperforms
PowerCCA with statistical significance in the range of -7 dB
and 5 dB and for all correlations larger or equal than 0.3
(paired t-test, p < 0.01).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have a novel unsupervised source sepa-
ration approach for finding oscillatory sources with envelope
correlations. The method was benchmarked using extensive
simulations. Its performance, which is competitive to super-
vised approaches, makes cSPoC the method of choice in sce-
narios in which supervised methods are not applicable, such as
Hyperscanning settings. It thus provides a versatile addition to
other multivariate analysis tools for cross-frequency coupling
such as cross-frequency decomposition [15] for phase coupling
and multimodal source power correlation [9] for phase-to-
power coupling, as well as tools for extracting brain activity
from electrophysiological recordings based on other types of
dependencies [16]–[19].

Our algorithm is called canonical source power correla-
tion analysis, because it bears some conceptual similarity
with canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [20]. CCA and
its variants [21]–[23] are powerful tools for the extraction
of correlated components from two multivariate data sets.
Both CCA and cSPoC seek linear projections of two data
sets in order to maximize a correlation coefficient defined on
the projected data (sources). However, in case of CCA, the
correlation is defined between the source time courses directly,
whereas in cSPoC the correlation is defined between nonlinear
features of the sources, namely their envelopes. Importantly,
CCA cannot be used to extract power-coupled brain sources
from electrophysiological recordings. While it is conceivable
to use a two-step approach, i. e., first compute the envelopes
of the raw channel data of the two data sets and then apply
CCA, such an approach does not lead to an accurate inversion
of the generative model Eq. (1). The reason for this is that the
two operations (i) source extraction through linear projection
and (ii) nonlinear processing (computation of the envelope)
do not commute. By design, cSPoC computes envelopes on
the source level after projecting the data onto the extraction
filters, and thus performs both operation in the order implied
by the generative model.

Being a multivariate technique, cSPoC integrates informa-
tion from all recording channels and thereby achieves much
higher SNRs compared to single channel analysis, which leads
to stronger effects. By projecting the data into the cSPoC
source space, the dimensionality is reduced and thus the prob-
lem of channel-wise comparison/correlations (and multiple
testing) is avoided.

We believe that cSPoC will be a valuable tool in the quest
for understanding the mechanisms and functions of power-to-
power coupling in electrophysiological recordings.
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Fig. 1. Simulation results. Empirical correlations between envelopes of source pairs extracted by three unsupervised methods (cSPoC, CCA, PowerCCA)
and one supervised method (OLS). OLS makes use of the ground truth and is therefore not applicable in practice. Plots A and B: variation of the SNR for two
fixed correlations (0.7 and 1.0, respectively) of the envelopes of the simulated sources (“true” correlations). Plots C and D: variation of the “true” correlation
for fixed SNRs (-5 dB and 0 dB, respectively). Empirical correlations were obtained on validation data, which was not used to fit the models. For each
parameter setting, simulations were repeated 100 times with each time newly generated model fitting and validation data. Plotted correlations are averaged
across repetitions, and errorbars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM). Black asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between cSPoC and
PowerCCA (paired t-test, p < 0.01.)
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